
 MARKET OVERVIEW GLOBAL TRACKER 

U.S. stocks rallied the most in 2 weeks, 

Treasuries climbed & the dollar tumbled 

after the Federal Reserve, as expected, 

raised interest rates for the second time by 

25bps in three months without accelerating 

its timeline for future tightening. The Euro 

added to gains after Liberals looked set to 

prevail in the Dutch elections. Equities 

globally turned out to be positive yesterday 

with Asian markets mixed today morning. 

 

 

After the FED Policy its time for the BOJ & 

BOE to release their policy statements 

today which would attract some momentum 

in the pound post release. 

 

Indian Rupee being the only one to gain this 

month amid a slide by all other Asian 

currencies, the RBI intervention is being 

seen as an attempt to use the currency as a 

cushion against inflation. USDINR for the 

day is expected to take cues from the Dollar 

trade globally which is on the left. 
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*IRF: prices yesterday close compared with 

previous close 

MARKETS 

    

 YESTERDAY 

Close 

TODAY 

CLOSE 

% 

change 

US 

markets 

Nasdaq 5857 5900 +0.73% 

Dow Jones  20837 20950 +0.54% 

ASIA 

Nikkei  19,604 19,551 -0.30% 

Hang Seng  23719 24054 +1.03% 

SGX NIFTY 9120 9182 +0.79% 

    

YESTERDAY 

AT 5.PM 

TODAY 

MORNING 

% 

change 

  
Dollar index  101.25 100.44 -0.80% 

Global 

Currency 

EUR/USD 1.0623 1.0724 +0.95% 

GBP/USD 1.2193 1.2266 +0.59% 

USD /JPY  114.60 113.48 -0.97% 

NDF  

USDINR 

65.69 65.36 -0.50%  SPOT  

IRF 759GS2026  102.63 103.40 0.75% 

Fund Flow  Debt/ 

Equity 

Investment 

Route 

Gross 

Purchases(Rs. 

Crore) 

Gross Sales 

(Rs. Crore) 

Net Investment 

(Rs. Crore) 

Net Investment 

US($) million 

Date 

15-Mar-17 

Equity Sub-total 10237.09 5927.60 4309.49 646.22 

Debt 
Sub-total 1144.6 1153.81 -9.21 -1.39 

Total 11381.69 7081.41 4300.28 644.83 



USDINR OUTLOOK 

USDINR TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

Above is the Daily Chart of USDINR, After Opening at 65.88 made a high of 65.95 and traded with a negative 

bias after opening lower the pair after violating the supports of 66.04 had a steep fall and today again likely to 

gap down with 0.30 paisa and the trend is likely to continue with some negative bias so utilize sell on rise 

strategy in the pair 

 
STRATEGY(FUT) FEB ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

SELL 65.55-65.60 65.20 65.70 

Fundamental  Overview 

US dollar index is trading at 100.41. US dollar has reversed from the levels of 101.42 after Fed has raised 

interest rates for the first time this year by 25 basis points. Fed chair Janet Yellen failed to deliver hawkish 

comments in yesterdays policy meeting, where the investor were expecting Fed to sound hawkish and give 

indications for 4 hikes this year despite Fed’s dot plot of 3 hikes. With a March rate hike already priced in we 

have seen profit booking coming in US dollar and fell to a month’s low of 100.25. Today markets would be 

focusing on Initial jobless claims, Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing Index and JOLTs Job Opening data.  

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

18:00   USD Building Permits (Feb)   1.260M 1.285M 

18:00   USD Building Permits (MoM) (Feb)   -2.60% 4.60% 

18:00   USD Housing Starts (MoM) (Feb)   1.40% -2.60% 

18:00   USD Housing Starts (Feb)   1.260M 1.246M 

18:00   USD Initial Jobless Claims   240K 243K 

18:00   USD Philadelphia Fed Manufacturing Index (Mar)   30 43.3 

18:00   USD Philly Fed Employment (Mar)     11.1 

19:30   USD JOLTs Job Openings (Jan)   5.450M 5.501M 

Intraday Bias 

 
Intraday Strategy Intraday Range 

 sidewise 65.20-65.60 

Pivot 

Levels 

S4 S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3 R4 

65.10 65.20  65.30  65.35  65.45 65.55  65.65 65.75 66.00 



                              EUR/USD                                                                                 EURINR 

EUR/USD TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

EUR/USD. Pair after Opening at 1.0608 made a low of 1.0602 and was trading with some side wise bias,with  

yellen announcement , the pair violated the resistance of 1.07 and likely to trade with some positive bias, the 

pair has been making inverted head and shoulder and trend line come at 1.08 if violate then can except 

strong momentum shall come in so dips shall be utilze to buy the pair 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 1.0700-

1.0670 

1.0780 1.0650 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOPLOSS 

BUY 69.95-

69.85 

70.25 69.75 

RES PIVOT SUP 

1.0800/1.0750 1.0690 1.0630/1.0700 

RES PIVOT SUP 

70.90/71.05 70.70 69.65/69.90 

Fundamental  Overview 
EURO is trading at 1.0726, appreciating against US dollar and a high 1.0746 in yesterday’s session. Key 

reason for this move was Dutch elections, where PM Mark Rutte’s Liberal party is ahead of Anti EU, Anti 

Islam party of Geert Wilders in the polls, this has boosted EURO and fears of Dutch exiting from EU was 

faded. Data from the Eurozone was mixed with industrial production rising less than expected and German 

investor confidence falling short of forecast. In terms of economic data we have Core CPI to be reported late 

today. We expect downside to be limited in EURO.    

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

15:30   EUR Core CPI (YoY) (Feb)   0.90% 0.90% 

15:30   EUR CPI (MoM) (Feb)   0.40% -0.80% 

15:30   EUR CPI (YoY) (Feb)   2.00% 2.00% 



                              GBP/USD                                                                                 GBPINR 

GBP/USD TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

GBP/USD Pair  after Opening at 1.2151 made low of 1.2143 and had a strong trend on the on the upsie after 

violating the levels of 1.22 now trading above the levels of 1.22 levels if sustain likely to see higher levels but 

during the day the pair is likely to trade volatile 1.2200-1.2320  

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

buy 1.2230-

1.2200 

12310 

 

1.2180 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 80.25-

80.15 

80.65 80.05 

RES PIVOT SUP 

1.2380/1.2320 1.2280 1.2200/1.12235 

RES PIVOT SUP 

80.90/80.55 80.40 80.00/80.25 

Fundamental  Overview 
With the UK Unemployment falling short of expectations, attaining a new cycle low and a disappointment from 

the earnings data along with the ex-bonus average household income ebbing to a growth rate of 2.2% y/y in 

the three months to January, down from 2.6% previously, the sterling ebbed back under 1.22 losing on the 

early gains yesterday. The tumble in Sterling took on the back of soft pay numbers, which comes with inflation 

rising and adds to signs that consumer-driven economic growth is in stagnation. This in turn raises the 

chances for BoE guidance to take a dovish turn at today's meeting, although most participants still anticipate 

the central bank will retain a neutral policy stance. The late recovery in GBP against USD taking it above 

1.2250 is completely a FED driven rally. 

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

17:30   GBP BoE MPC vote cut (Mar)   0 0 

17:30   GBP BoE MPC vote hike (Mar)   0 0 

17:30   GBP BoE MPC vote unchanged (Mar)   9 9 



                              USD/JPY                                                                                JPYINR 

USD/JPY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK   

USD/JPY.  After Opening at 114.85 made a high 114.82 and saw the pair consolidating after FOMC meet .the 

pair has been trading in the range of 115.82 and made a low of 113.16, so the same trend likely to continue 

until the pair breakout of the range but as the pair is making higher top and bottom dips shall be utilize to buy 

the pair. 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

SELL 113.80-

113.90 

113.00 114.20 

STRATEGY ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS 

BUY 57.60-57.50 59.00 57.40 

RES PIVOT SUP 

114.00/114.50 113.60 113.00/112.50 

RES PIVOT SUP 

58.25/58.00 57.70 57.30/57.50 

Fundamental  Overview 
Japanese Yen is trading at 113.39, appreciating against US dollar as profit booking comes in picture after Fed 

has raised interest rates for the first time this year by 25 basis points. Japanese Industrial number were 

reported better than expected yesterday but had no major impact as markets were focusing on how hawkish 

Fed would sound in yesterday’s meeting. Bank of Japan has kept the interest rates unchanged in today 

monetary meeting at -0.1.  

Economic Data & News 

TIME COUNTRY DATA ACTUAL SURV PREVIOUS 

Tentative   JPY BoJ Monetary Policy Statement (YoY)         

Tentative   JPY BoJ Interest Rate Decision -0.10% -0.10% -0.10% 

12:00   JPY BoJ Press Conference         
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Disclaimer 

The information and views presented in this report are prepared by Karvy Stock 

Broking Limited. The information contained herein is based on our analysis and up on 

sources that we consider reliable. We, however, do not vouch for the accuracy or the 

completeness thereof. This material is for personal information and we are not 

responsible for any loss incurred based upon it. The investments discussed or 

recommended in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make 

their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 

financial position and using such independent advice, as they believe necessary. While 

acting upon any information or analysis mentioned in this report, investors may please 

note that neither Karvy nor any person connected with any associated companies of 

Karvy accepts any liability arising from the use of this information and views mentioned 

in this document. The author, directors and other employees of Karvy and its affiliates 

may hold long or short positions in the above-mentioned companies from time to time. 

Every employee of Karvy and its associated companies are required to disclose their 

individual stock holdings and details of trades, if any, that they undertake. The team 

rendering corporate analysis and investment recommendations are restricted in 

purchasing/selling of shares or other securities till such a time this recommendation 

has either been displayed or has been forwarded to clients of Karvy. All employees are 

further restricted to place orders only through Karvy Stock Broking Ltd. 
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